May 2015
Documentation of Interpretive Services
Interpretive services must be available, provided and documented in our treatment plans now known as the client
care plans (CP), and also in our progress notes.
Feedback from our last DHCS audit reminds us that we need to indicate in our progress notes each time we explain or
provide service to the client or caregiver in their primary language.
Note: Family members should never be expected to act as interpreters for the client.
When we ask the clients and/or caregivers who are not English speaking to sign the plan, CYBH clinicians must
demonstrate that they provided interpretation and that the client and legal guardian understood what they were
signing. It must also be documented this on the plan to whom interpretive services were provided to (i.e., client
and/or caregiver) and who provided the interpretive services (i.e., clinician, support staff, language line) Please
note that there is a location to document this information. (See examples below for the paper versions and County EHR
version and where interpretation information is documented.)
If the care plan is translated into the client/caregiver’s primary language, please indicate so with the checkbox and
fields above the “Legal Guardian” signature line. Also, please include in the progress note (referenced on your
CP) whether or not the care plan was explained to the caregiver in their primary language if they
signed/co-signed the CP. On the form for your progress notes, this is easily accomplished by typing or using the drop
down box for “Language Used” and checking the box for “Interpreter Utilized.”
Paper Care Plan

County EHR Care Plan

County Electronic Progress Note

PDF Progress note

For clinics still not converted to the County EHR: On the Master Treatment Plan there are checkboxes under
Treatment Recommendations to indicate if the services were provided in the primary language of both the client and
parent/guardian. The Master Treatment Plan will no longer be in use once clinics go-live with the County EHR.

Note: During the last state audit a documentation deficiency was that correspondence was not provided in the
client’s or legal guardian’s preferred language. Copies of such correspondence must always be filed in the client’s
chart record. A progress note describing the interpretation procedure should be completed.

